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President’s Message: 
 

“Courage Is Contagious.”  Pass it on. 
 

The Devil’s at the Door 
 

  2012 AUGUST 

The Lake Country Republican Club Meets every fourth Tuesday of the month at the library 

here in Quitman ,Texas at 6 PM 

 

 

 

(At) times like these, it becomes very difficult for me per-

sonally to write, or as some would call it, blog.  Law en-

forcement has been my chosen profession for over 25 years, 

not writing.   I do, however, find it important to try to shed 

some logical, Constitutionally based thought into an emo-

tionally charged situation such as the recent events in Aurora, Colorado.  First 

and foremost, I want to extend my heartfelt prayers to those who have lost 

loved ones in that horrendous tragedy.  Although there is not much anyone can 

do to ease the pain of losing a loved one in such an egregious manner, we can, 

however, remember them all in our prayers.   I hope you will join me in that 

effort. 

 

In recognition of, and with sensitivity to, the emotionally charged situation in 

Aurora, there are, however, a few points I would like to make.  One of the is-

sues I would like to point out is the apparent total willingness of certain politi-

cians on the left side of the aisle, to attempt to gain political ground on the Gun 

Control issue before the Aurora crime scene is even secured!   Have they no 

shame?  Oh, that’s right, I forgot, these are the same see all, know all, we’ll 

protect you from yourself, Leftists.  At the time of this writing, I have seen 

practically nothing in the news but an all out attack on Guns, the Tea Party, 

the NRA and Conservative Republicans at large.  The propaganda being 

spewed by the left is free flowing and as usual, based completely on emotion 

and very little, if any, actual fact.  They seem to be treating the NRA and Tea 

Party specifically, as if they were some weird sort of purveyor of Satanic 

events.   If their safety concerns were actually legitimate, they would be trying 

to do something about issues like DWI’s, which accumulatively kill far more 

people than any gun related event.   In making my point, the typical Leftist il-

logic would be to outlaw cars, because DWI’s are committed by them.  Never 

mind the countless citizens that have protected themselves from a criminal act 

with the proper use of a gun.   

 

Now my friends, there is a political agenda in play here.  It is an agenda to dis-

arm the American public and leave them basically defenseless and existing 

solely under a new type of world governance, governance in which your Consti-

tutional Rights are collective, not individual, if your Rights survive at all. 

 

When you look around the world at the tyranny and violence being conducted 

by governments against their own people, I am reminded once again of the 

blessings from God, which he has freely spread upon these United States.     

            Burma Shave 

  The Trade Journal of Constitutional Republicans 
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 These Blessings and the Freedoms that are manifest from them are the very heart and 

soul of this great nation.  It is these Freedoms or Rights, which keep this nation free and 

which also guarantee that we will not go the way of some banana republic or fall outright 

to some two-bit dictatorship. Our Founding Fathers knew and enshrined this idea of 

freedom in our Constitution and Bill of Rights, and then placed the responsibility to 

protect and defend them squarely in our lap … We The People. 

 

We need to remember something here.  Our Founding Fathers wrote our beloved 

Constitution in plain everyday English, not legalese.  They wrote it so that every single  

American Citizen could read it and understand it.  The Bill of Rights, (note: it's not a Bill 

of Privileges) is an inherent part of that Constitution.  The Second Amendment has been 

upheld over and over again by the United States Supreme Court as meaning exactly what 

is says... "the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed".  Why, you 

say, did our Founding Fathers place this so high on the list of RIGHTS?  Because our 

Founding Fathers knew that without an armed citizenry, i.e. "the people," that over time, 

tyrants would eventually pervert the meaning of our Constitution and would attempt 

to steal the people’s liberty and freedom from them.  They knew that without the Second 

Amendment, the First Amendment could not stand.  After reading countless writings from 

the Founders, this is blatantly, absolutely and unmistakably exactly what they meant!  We 

need to remember that they had just dug themselves out from under British tyrannical 

rule, and they wanted to place some ultimate checks and balances in place to make sure 

that "the People" would ultimately be in control of this new Constitutional 

government.  Tyrants need not apply. 

  

This brings us to our current subject of the so-called United Nations and its latest arms 

control scam.  Treaties, when properly ratified by a two third vote of the Senate, have the 

same strength as Constitutional law.  That having been said, Treaties DO NOT trump the 

United States Constitution.  Or more precisely, they certainly don't supersede the Bill of 

Rights!!   Nonetheless however, I am sure that petty tyrants like Hillary and Obama will 

take the time to attempt to make you think they do.  This is however, the absolute best 

time ever to rise up and let your Senators and Congressmen know how we feel about 

Constitutional, Second Amendment Rights.  Especially put them on notice that any more 

attacks on our Constitutional Rights via the U.N. or any other disguised, institutional 

treachery will not be tolerated!  Put a bee in their bonnets and let them know that YOU 

know the truth and will not stand for any treachery in this arena.  We know, and history 

has proven that Politicians prefer unarmed peasants.  Our Founders knew that as 

well.  That is why WE THE PEOPLE are the masters of this Constitutional Republic, and 

saving it is solely up to US.   Arm yourselves,…the Devil’s at the door.     

God Bless America. 

 

Greg Bowen 

LCRC President 
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Minutes of the Meeting 
 

Lake Country Republican Minutes 

by Lynn AronSpeer 

July 24th, 2012 
 

The LCRC met at the Quitman Library, Goode Street, Quitman, TX.  At 6:10 PM our president, Greg Bowen, 

called the meeting to order. 

 
Roger Tune led the prayer and Greg Bowen led the pledges. 

 
Elected officials present were County Chair Helen Heavy, Constables Ed Shadbolt and Steve Bowser, and 

sheriff candidate Jim Brown, Precinct Chairs Betty Dubbs, Terrell AronSpeer and Bob Vann. (Sheriff Wan-

sley was attending a conference in Dallas.) 

 
Minutes were approved as written and appearing in The Sentinel. 

 
Gene Shoemaker, treasurer,  announced that no checks have yet been written in 2012 and further announced 

that, although the PAC report has been filed in a timely manner, that should the club treasurer ever fail to file 

a PAC report in a timely manner the treasurer, personally would be responsible for a $500 fine. 

 
Program:   July’s program was given by Cathie Adams, the International Issues Chair-

man of the Eagle Forum which has been leading the Pro Family Movement since 1972.  

This evening’s subject was an in depth examination of Islamic issues and, in particular, 

Islam’s determination to institute Sharia Law into the American court system. 

 
"Eagle Forum has set a high standard of volunteer participation in the political 
and legislative process.... You've been out front on so many of the most impor-
tant issues of our time.... Your work is an example to all those who would strug-
gle for an America that is prosperous and free.... Our nation needs the kind of 
dedicated individual volunteer service you and Eagle Forum have demonstrated over the last 20 
years.... God bless all of you for your dedication to God, Family, and Country. " -- President Ronald 
Reagan 

 
Greg announced the upcoming end of Helen Heavey’s term as County Chair and the club accorded Helen a 

standing ovation. 

 
Char announced the next Tea Party Program will continue on Agenda 21. 

 
Terrell, reporting for the Publicity Committee, announced that 

Red State, a significant conservative blog site has picked up a 

notable Sentinel editorial along with comments.  Terrell gave 

credit to Mike Kinzie whose Tea Party 911 site was highly 

instrumental. 
 

Next LCRC meeting will be August 28th, 2012 and the pro-

gram is yet to be determined. 

 

Meeting was adjourned at 7:12 PM. 
 

Submitted by Lynn AronSpeer, Secretary. 
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Membership:   

Lake Country Republicans, 
 

Our July meeting was well attended even though several of 
our regular members were not able to attend.  I counted 33 
members and 11 guests present.  Our paid membership re-
mains at 55. 
 
 
 

Joanna Bowen 
Membership chair 

Treasurers Report:  

  
Bank balance $2179.16 
 

Submitted by: Gene Shoemaker, Treasurer 

Hospitality:  
Cards were sent out welcoming the following new members: 
Ken Masat ; Mrs. Janie Walenta ; Louis Theriault & 
Thomas & Janna Castlo.    
  

To report hospitality issues: 
Contact Janice Logan at 223 County Road 1961, Yantis, 75497,  ~OR~ 
phone 903-383-3247, cell # 903-850-3267.   

Thank you.      

Janice Logan, Hospitality Chair 

LCRC August 24th Meeting 

Program Notes: Texas State House Representative from District 5, Bryan Hughes 

LCRC meets on the 24th this month.  What else happened on this date in American History: 

1834 The Tom Thumb, the first commercially operated steam locomotive, lost a 
race to a horse drawn car, but it won the contract and the Baltimore and Ohio rail-
road started replacing horse drawn cars with locomotive drawn cars the next year.  

LCRC meets in the Quitman Library at 6 PM.  Enter on the east side toward the back. 

Who said this: 

"The best way to solve any problem is to remove its cause." 
Answer below the margin on P29. 
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Editorial Page:  

 Misspent Youth 

 
Many are inspired to write of the fallout from the horrific 

events in Aurora, CO.  How is sense made of an event so 

bizarre?  What of misspent youth?  What is misspent youth 

anyway?  I just realized not only is there a band by that name 

but also a game youngsters can play against one another.  

Somehow, I have few hopes for the ultimate outcome of either. 

In the game, ‘Misspent Youth’ is a tabletop pen-and-paper role-playing game about friendship, 

rebellion, and kicking ass. In the game, one plays 12- to 17-year-old kids in a future world “effed 

up” beyond recognition by The Authority. The Authority is a force that players create together at the 

start of the series and is played by one person.’ 

According to Joseph Campbell, examiner of myth extraordinaire, ancient societies had to conform to 

an existing social order if they were to survive at all.  Joseph Campbell’s various beliefs of central 

myths where ‘all of nature was seen as being infused with a spirit or divine presence. At center stage 

was the main hunting animal of that culture and a large part focused on dealing with the 

psychological tension that came from the reality of the necessity to kill versus the divinity of the 

animal. This was done by presenting the animals as coming to this world as willing victims, with the 

understanding that their lives would be returned to the soil or to the Mother through a ritual of 

restoration. The act of slaughter then becomes a ritual where both parties, animal and mankind, are 

equal participants.’  I suppose this would somewhat absolve the child-man of the horror of killing. 

But I must wonder to what degree this absolution has been perpetuated by cocooning our young so 

they needn’t confront the actual face of death.  Young men were not meant to exhaust themselves 

with video games but with things much more tangible. But instead we pose the dilemma:  Will the 

coyote finally catch the roadrunner?  Will one anvil on his head too many render him incapable of 

resuming the chase?  What is reality to youth today? 

In generations past, it was the role of men to make life difficult for their sons and mothers’ role to 

bandage the wounds and cheer the kidson to the finish line.  There were actual quests as proof of 

manhood. 

Rites of passage were not limited to boys either.  Life as a girl was challenging too since, before I 

could accept a date, I had to report to my father exactly how much tread remained on the tires of my 

proposed date’s father’s car.  Then, because boys did ask me out, it was decided I didn’t need a car 

of my own, even though we lived way out in the country.  Sulking and stomping around didn’t get 

me a car either nor did deserving ‘equal rights’ to my brothers.’  I was SO deprived! 

There used to be actual rites of passage where real danger lurked.  I am reminded of a story where, 

in order to attain manhood, a very young boy was told he must spend the whole night alone in the 

forest with only a rudimentary weapon.  Come dawn, we witness the sleeping boy child and behind 

him, keeping watch over him, his loving father, determined not to intervene unless absolutely 

imperative.  Otherwise, the boy’s father knows the quest for manhood and the rite of passage will 

have been meaningless.   
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How do we manage youths’ need for excitement, fear and conquest?  How does today‘s youth 

acquire skills?  What gets taught or passed down?  Where are the vocational schools of today?  Can 

everyone be a successful day trader?  Will that make the world of youth go around today? 

Is tempering gratification with values lost now?  Many children only have to whine and their parents 

buy them that special toy as a, “Shut up, kid!?”  Parents have lost the ability to divert that whining to 

the dreaded, “I’ll give you something to cry about!!!” 

Nowadays, families are sorely divided.  Many have little interaction with grandparents except the 

occasional visit or Face book posting.  Yet, these are the persons who managed to build lives despite 

having no Face book or in the early days, no Internet.  Imagine!  As students, poor deprived folks 

had to read and go to the library if they lived close enough to one.  There were no Cliff Notes even. 

When I grew up we all KNEW we were deprived—it was only a matter of to what degree.  My 

husband’s yardstick of having “arrived” was tied to his friend’s ability to reach into the fridge and 

take a Coke without permission.  That boy had arrived big time!  In my household, we had no Coke 

but occasionally my Mum would “put up” root beer and we’d oftentimes hear it exploding in the dirt 

cellar long before it was ‘ready.’ (And, yes, I had to ask permission to chance an explosion in order 

to cadge one from the ‘war cellar.’)  I guess I was deprived big time and didn’t even learn of it until 

I met my husband years later. 

Today parents have low expectations of themselves and of their children.  Many have succumbed to 

just getting by and blaming it on the present economy or some other scapegoat.  I wonder how many 

blamed it on the Great Depression and decided to do nothing with their lives either?  How did we 

amass a formidable fighting force back then and manage to build a ship every 23 minutes during the 

war?    That’s right!  We had an enemy to defeat!  We couldn’t go soft until we won!  We rose to it.  

And we did it. 

Today, how many awards does it take for event attendance in order to fill that void of real 

accomplishment?  Today’s parenthood is not a cakewalk but the same basic values of delayed 

gratification and goal setting will be of great aid in building valuable youngsters. 

What constitutes adulthood in today’s society?  Naturally every loving parent wants their child to 

have a great life.  But what does that mean?  Who is eligible for a scholarship?  What good is it?  

Can one work one’s way through college?  Does that make sense?  What about student loans?  Are 

they worth it?  How does one make decisions and stick to them even when they inevitably become 

difficult?  How does one become proficient at a trade today?  How do you amass tools? Will 

remaining on your parents’ health plan until you’re 26 really help? 

The meaning of being an adult has become a little fuzzy.  It used to be that honest work was 

honorable.  Now, only the most prestigious of employment is deemed worthy.  (The prospect of 

working at McDonald’s seemed to have been enough to put James Holmes into a serious tailspin.) 

In my varied employment past, I’ve worked at many things, some of them just from curiosity.  

But all of them supported me; I was not a burden to others and the upside was I got to make my own 

choices.  For a short time, I even worked reading tarot cards for the Miss Cleo network.  (I was 

surprisingly good at it too.)  Many young girls would call in and the two most common questions I 

was asked were:  (1) “Is he cheating on me?” and (2) “Will he marry me?”  I could scarcely believe 

my own ears!  These gals were ready to sell out for absolutely nothing!  Appallingly, the        

The only people you know with no problems . . . 
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answer to the first question had little or nothing to do with their interest in the answer to the second    

question. (Invariably I would tell them, Yes, he’s a cheat and not worthy of you.  Wait for the right 

man and make something of yourself in the meantime so the right man will recognize how valuable 

you are and want you on his team.”) 

An additional irritant is the over glorification of single womanhood.  Hollywood’s stereotypical 

single mom is one who does it all.  (Let’s face it:  in these movies, she finally succumbs to a good 

guy who (1) acknowledges her power in order to disarm her resistance, then (2) stabilizes her life 

and that of her child (or saves them) and settles her down to a realistic mode of family happiness.)  

Is this so bad? 

Tangentially to this is the working mom who’s only failure is merely being a workaholic.  It’s her 

only admitted foible.  I am sad to see so many White Hat American heroes become tainted in some 

way that allows any one of us to easily step into his shoes.  Some heroes are really good.  Please do 

not dilute them in order to make the less good more comfortable! 

Finally, during Campbell’s later years, when some students took him to be encouraging hedonism, 

by his admonition to, “Follow your bliss,” Campbell is reported to have grumbled, "I should have 

said, 'Follow your blisters.'" 

Go Joe!     

Read the paper:  http://web.archive.org/web/20040627142700/eastandard.net/headlines/  26060403.htm  

 

are people you do not know well. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20040627142700/eastandard.net/headlines/news26060403.htm
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From “Yes We Can” to No You Can’t 

The President has said that people cannot build businesses on 
their own; that Henry Ford did not build Ford Motors, and that Steve 
Jobs did not build Apple.  I am left to wonder if George Washington 
Carver actually invented peanut butter.  Obama went on to say that 
someone built a road, otherwise these entrepreneurs could not 
even have gotten to work.  He also said that some teacher gave 
them the education which allowed them to accomplish what they 
did. 

Let’s apply a little critical thinking to the President’s statements.  First, I think I remember that 
Steve Jobs started Apple in his garage.  There wasn’t even a car in there.  He did not drive to 
work at all.  In fact he may have done the whole thing in his jammies.  Additionally, if we were to 
credit a teacher, and this would not be at all out of line, would that teacher not have given that 
same education to all his/her students?  Where are these other students’ mega million dollar 
corporations?  Why aren’t they employing tens of thousands of American workers?  Maybe this 
teacher was playing favorites, and holding out on the other students.  This teacher should be 
ashamed.  What a coincidence it is that the teacher and the person on the road building crew are 
both most likely unionized workers.   

If every teacher is to take credit for the good works of their students, should they not also 
take responsibility for the more notorious actions of their students?  Surely Ted Kaczynski had a 
teacher.  Is his teacher a coconspirator?  Wouldn’t the unionized letter carrier who delivered 
Ted’s letter bombs be an accessory?  And all those nefarious road builders who built roads all the 
way from the door of Ted Kaczynski’s mountain cabin right up to the university faculty building – 
don’t tell me they weren’t in on it. 

That’s what critical thinking looks like, well maybe without the sarcasm.  They used to teach 
critical thinking in public schools to students at rather early ages.  Today, one can get a PhD and 
never be exposed to the subject.  Obviously it was not Steve Jobs’ teacher who started Apple, it 
was something unique to Steve Jobs otherwise, all, most, or at least some of this teacher’s other 
students would have achieved similar successes.  Road builders build roads for pay, for their own 
enrichment.  The purpose of the road is to facilitate transportation.  The road builders make no 
moral judgment on the quality of the traffic.  Others police the roads for pay, for their own 
enrichment.  The result is that we have roads and they are safe.  A wonderful side benefit is that 
some of us make a good living from this activity and all of us benefit from the road’s existence.  
This is the magic of capitalism.  Each of us are able to benefit from the success of the other.  But 
the success of each of us depends on the effort and talent we individually apply to it. 

Capitalism is a productive economic system and as such is unique.  It allows the producers to 
sort out the distribution through agreement.  Each party to an agreement looks out for their own 
interest.  The more attractive one’s production is the more leverage one has in making these 
agreements.  This is how everyone is taken care of and how each of us is incentivized to be 
productive.              
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Other economic systems are distributive in nature.  They just assume production takes place 
without ever looking at what facilitates it or what retards it.  Soon their regulations and taxes 
overburden the system and production falls.  Then, because this economic system is distributive, 
they use their distributive powers to ration who gets what.  In this circumstance it is wise to have 
a good relationship with the decision makers.  With rationing, producers feel cheated and make 
less of an effort.  Production falls further and stricter rationing is required.  It is a never ending 
cycle.  At this point, if the system had not yet become totalitarian and repressive, it will now.  
Individuals will be punished for producing for their own benefit.  All production is to be shared.  
Leaders will command that producers produce more.  This works no better than slavery ever 
works.  Expect fewer goods, lower quality and a declining quality of life. 

We see this starting to take place in the health care system under Obama Care.  Doctors see 
their livelihood shrinking.  Some leave the field.  Some depend more heavily on investment.  The 
once attractive field now has little to offer young gifted people looking for a career path.  Doctors 
become scarcer.  Medical care has to be rationed.  These things are as predictable as the bread 
lines in Soviet Moscow.  It is a stated doctrine in the communist manifesto that, history be 
ignored, that there is nothing to be learned from the bourgeoisie exploitation of the past.  In 
ignoring their history they are doomed to repeat it.  Every American school kid knows this, but 
not our President.  He was never an American school kid.  He entered his first American 
university as a foreign student. 

So why would a President who is, as we are told, “so smart” have us going down this road?  It 
really is not his fault.  Unlike Presidents of the past who grew up in America, with an American 
education and daily exposure to American values, this President spent his formative years in the 
Madrassas in Jakarta.  To residents of Jakarta, America is a foreign country and its ways are 
foreign to them.  They are foreign to this President as well.  Even if he were not a radical Muslim 
Marxist, which I believe he may be, this alone should be enough to disqualify him as President to 
the vast majority of Americans.  

Understand that this is not just a slip of the tongue; there is purpose in his statement.  If you 

are not to be credited with your own success, your claim on the fruits of that success comes into 

question.  Your “fair share” of the tax burden will likely increase and on what basis will you then 

complain?  After all, “You didn’t make this (money) yourself.  Someone else did that for you.”  

For me, it is this anti-American, Marxist-based, redistributive thinking that disqualifies him as 

President of these United States.         

Proof of Death: Here is finally the conclusive evidence 

that Osama bin Laden and Muammar 
Gaddafi are dead.  

 
Yesterday, they both registered to vote 
in Chicago. 
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Tea Party Targeted by Left Wing ABC 
Character Assassins 

It might be unfair to single out ABC in this affair.  They just 
happened to be carrying the flag on this particular day.  This is an 
election year.  For the agenda driven, left leaning news media, any 
excuse to attack conservative values, better yet conservatives 
themselves, specifically Tea Partiers, will do. 

Before the last echo of the shots which turned movie premiere night for the new Batman 
movie, in Aurora, CO into a living hell, veteran ABC newsman Brian Ross was combing Tea Party 
web sites to see if any link could be established.  I am sure that other ABC reporters were tasked 
with combing through jihadist data bases as well as data bases for Rotary and the Catholic 
Church.  Old school journalists, before the age of left wing enlightenment, would have wasted 
precious time cross checking information to verify its accuracy.  But destroying the Tea Party in 
an election year is too high a priority from which to pause.  The accusation must go out 
immediately, Above the Fold and embedded in the Breaking News.  There is always room for 
retractions later on page 16 or in some obscure corner of a website.  This is news, made tactical, 
not factual.  We saw this same rush to judgment in the Gabrielle Giffords’ shooting case. 

Whether this is instinctual in the heart of leftist newsmen, as it may have been in this case, or a 
carefully crafted assault, as it surely is in HBO’s new show, The Newsroom, (see my recently 
released article on this subject Tea Party 911 Blog Site titled “HBO – Helping Barak Obama,”) the 
result is the same.  Many viewers pick up the misinformation, but not the retraction.  For them, 
the misinformation is reality.  They take this “reality” with them into the voting booth.  Today’s 
news rooms routinely misinform viewers and readers and are at best irresponsible in how they 
go about it.  One can hardly fail to notice, however, how focused they are in applying their 
irresponsibility, exclusively to conservative causes.  Hollywood then picks up this ball and runs it 
into the end zone. 

This is a concerted effort, a deliberate manipulation which if left unexposed will corrupt the 
actions of hard working American voters.  If this seems hyperbolic, consider that this same tactic 
was employed by the same people in election year 2000 with the show, West Wing.   

Reports now state that, James Holmes, the alleged shooter in the Aurora massacre, had 
dropped out of the University of Colorado where he was a PhD candidate in neuroscience.  
Arresting officers, noting his dyed red hair, reported he told police he was “the Joker,” a 
character in the Batman movie series.  The alleged shooter was not under the influence of the 
“Constitution obsessed” Tea Party as Brian Ross inferred.  The facts which Mr. Ross failed to 
report was that the alleged shooter was under the influence of left leaning universities and 
Hollywood.  Personally, I am amused by their attempts to manipulate me, but I am concerned for 
the busy parents who must catch their news on the run between the workplace and little 
Megan’s soccer game.  News has a responsibility to these people.  But seldom does the news 
media behave responsibly in their agenda driven election years.  The people should know.    

    Copy and paste the links to share.  This article can be found on the Tea Party 911 Blog Site .  It has  also been 
picked up by REDSTATE http://www.redstate.com/irish067/2012/07/20/tea-party-targeted-by-left-wing-abc-character-assassins/  .   

http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/
http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/
http://www.redstate.com/irish067/2012/07/20/tea-party-targeted-by-left-wing-abc-character-assassins/
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Wood County – Conservative? 

Many Republicans in Wood County, certainly not all, take pride in 
having the reputation of being a conservative county.  Comparing the 
results of the runoff election Tuesday, July 31, between the State and 
the County, I am not sure the reputation is well deserved.  See the side 
by side comparison below: 

State wide runoff’s  
 Race                     Results 
  Candidates     Wood County  Statewide 

 US Senator 
  Cruz    43.5%             56.7% 
  Dewhurst   56.5%       43.2% 

 Rail Road Commissioner 
  Chisum   40%       40%   
  Craddick   60%       60% 

 Rail Road Commissioner unexpired term 
  Smitherman   54%       62% 
  Parker    46%       38% 

 Justice, Supreme Court, place 4 
  Devine   55%       53%  
  Medina   45%       47% 

I will use Tea Party support as a barometer for conservative passion.  The few out there who 
do not understand this might benefit from attending a meeting of the Wood County Tea Party 
organization which meets at 7PM the first Monday of each month in the Quitman Library.  You 
will find many conservative Republicans in attendance.  I cannot, nor have I found anyone who 
can name a single principle of the Tea Party which is not also a principle of the Republican Party.  
The fundamental difference is that Tea Party members are generally more willing to take a stand 
for these principles, to be more active in advancing these principles.  The most active and conser-
vative Republicans I know refer to themselves as “Tea Party Republicans.” 

For the positions of Rail Road Commissioner and Justice, Supreme Court, place 4, Wood 
County Republicans tracked closely with that of the State.  We were neither much more nor 
much less conservative in our voting.    

Regarding the race for Rail Road Commissioner unexpired term, many Tea Party organizations 
had come out early in favor of Parker, but many dropped their endorsement the week before the 
election.  Why is not relevant here, but it does appear that many in Wood County may not have 
gotten the memo.   

But most concerning to me was the race for the US Senate where the Tea Party has endorsed 
Ted Cruz and casting Dewhurst as a career politician, Republican insider and a moderate could 
not come as a surprise to any reasonably knowledgeable Texas Republican.  Cruz actually lost in 
Wood County by 13 percentage points where Cruz took the state by 13 percentage points, a com-
plete reversal.  I must wonder where the mantle of Conservative County comes from.          
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Please send your comments or opinions on any content you find in the Sentinel or any ac-
tivities of the club or Republican elected officials to:   terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net 

A little analysis shows two areas of Wood County with strong support for Dewhurst.  I con-
sider these areas to be ‘hotbeds of moderation.’  I do not write to question and certainly not to 
impugn my fellow Republicans’ motives.  Most “moderate Republicans” think they are being 
clever by thinking strategically or tactically.  But those who act strategically or tactically must 
occasionally look at the results.  It would not be good strategy or tactics to keep repeating the 
same tactics or strategy if they had a record of failure.   

To support my argument, I would like to look at the actions of two prominent Republican fig-
ures.  Ronald Reagan, in 1981 passed sweeping reforms in our approach to welfare.  Ronald 
Reagan is considered by most, myself included, to be the most conservative President elected in 
our lifetime.  His conservative legacy gave us decades of growth and prosperity.  Newt Gingrich 
is a Republican pin ball who happens to hit the conservative bumpers with some regularity.  One 
of his most conservative initiatives was the overhaul of welfare again in 1996.  This revived the 
Reagan recovery and allowed the Reagan reforms to continue to build a strong economy for 
years to come.  However, the result of these reforms was not to reverse the direction of the 
country, to restore it to its constitutional foundations.  The result was a mere tapping of the 
brakes; a slowdown if you will of the ruinous trajectory we have been on for almost 100 years.  
To support this claim I refer you to the chart below: 

Note that in 1981 and again in 1996, 
the trajectory did not reverse.  The 
number of billions of dollars of waste-
ful spending did not start and continue 
to decline.  There was a brief dip and a 
flattening of the line for a short period 
and then the relentless road to ruina-
tion continues.  The dips and plateaus 
show that conservative policies have 
an effect and that they are favorable.  
But what is also apparent is that even 
our most conservative leaders with 
their most conservative policies have 
been insufficient to right the ship of 
state.  We must be more conservative, 
not as some would have us believe, 
more moderate.   

We feel good being “reasonable” and 
even generous as we make concessions 

to the left but where has it gotten us?  And more importantly, where is it taking our children?  
We have tried moderation and it has failed.  I ask my fellow Republicans to become more con-
servative, to become more Republican.  Then, maybe, Wood County will deserve the mantle 
“Conservative Wood County.     

 OBAMA’S  CRUZING 

mailto:terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net
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 FOR  A  BRUISING 

 The Ryan Express 

All aboard the campaign train.  Nothing will stop this RR.  Get it?  RR for 
railroad; it also stands for Romney/Ryan; it is also Ronald Reagan’s initials.  This is 
the stuff campaigns are made of; blatantly jingoistic and not profoundly thoughtful.  Everyone 
wants to know who the VP nomination will be so they can start churning out the buttons, 
bumper stickers and slogans—oh, the slogans.  

But Romney did not pick a running mate.  He set a priority.  He framed the debate.  He did not 
base his pick on genitalia, skin pigmentation or country of origin.  This somehow passes for deep 
thought among the OCD world of politicos.  No, Romney did not choose a running mate, he 
chose a Vice President.  He chose one who understands the priorities of the country.  He chose 
one who understands where America got off track and he chose one who has a plan to get us 
back on track.  He chose someone, not for the campaign, but for the administration.  Some will 
call the pick “workman like.”  It is not the pejorative it sounds like.  It simply means the pick was 
thoughtful and competent.  It seems to me these are rare qualities in DC these days and urgently 
needed. 

One would hope that this would make the campaign all about the economy, but it will not.  
Apparently this would not work for Obama.  After a brief smear campaign accusing Ryan of 
abusing penguins and kidnapping the Lindbergh baby, the Obama team will focus on Social 
Security and Medicare.  You will see Granny thrown off the cliff so many times you will swear 
she is an Acapulcoan cliff diver.  There will be a campaign of fear unlike any we have seen before 
and it will be aimed directly at seniors. 

We have seen that Romney has a bit of the street fighter in him and he will need these skills 
against this foe.  But Romney also needs to remain above this fray.  He will need surrogates who 
know how to take a blow and how to give one.  Christie is an obvious choice.  Another person 
who learned the hard way and learned well is Sarah Palin.  But there is one person you are 
familiar with that you may easily overlook - it’s you.   

Obama will wage a campaign of fear.  He will tell your parents that they will be thrown off of 
Social Security and that they will lose their Medicare benefits as if Washington had a reputation 
for quick action.  Remind your parents that Washington never moves that quickly.  
Improvements to the system will be phased in and will not change the way your parents 
experience these programs.  In truth, the changes will ensure the future of younger citizens and 
relieve the government of a crushing debt obligation.  Today’s retiree will be unaffected. 

For those of us who are already retired, our children and grandchildren will be told that we 
are old and not thinking clearly, or maybe habituated to voting for the wrong side.  It will be 
implied that if the government does not take care of us, our children will have to.  Talk about a 
fear campaign!  The sight of us moving in with all our liniments and quirks may be enough to 
drive our kids to the dark side.  We must be able to calmly explain that Social Security and 
Medicare were poorly designed and not only going bankrupt themselves, they are taking the 
country with them.  Let your children know that you have provided for your retirement and that 
you will not be moving in; unless they vote for Obama.  When the carrot doesn’t work, use the 
stick.  The changes will be phased in gradually and the future for your children will be brighter 
when they reach their “golden years.”       
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 We might do well to compare the hyperbole we are about to hear to the exaggerated claims 
we heard in 1996 when we finally got some meaningful reforms in our welfare system.  We were 
told countless people would starve.  We were told that large numbers of families would be living 
on the streets and that America would resemble another failed third world country.  The actual 
result was that over half the people on welfare at the time got meaningful work, some for the 
first time.  America became more productive and we ushered in another decade of prosperity.  
The only downside I saw was that it saved Clinton’s Presidency and assured his legacy.  Never 
mind that he vetoed the proposal twice.  It was not until the Republicans achieved a veto-proof 
majority that he signed the legislation.  To this day he brags about this major accomplishment.  
But to quote President Obama, “You didn’t build that yourself.”   

In choosing Paul Ryan for the VP slot, Mitt Romney gave the nod to Tea Partiers and 
conservative Republicans we have been looking for.  America will get the leadership she 
deserves.  She always does; that is what a democratic process is all about.  It is our job, yours 
and mine, to be sure she deserves more.  Hopefully, you now have enough ammo.  Keep reading 
the Sentinel and Tea Party 911 to keep resupplied.  Get out there and save the nation!  It’s up 
to you and me.     

To share this article with others send them the following link:   

 http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/the-ryan-express/ 

My Pick for a Clean-up Hitter! 

OK, that’s it!!!  I’ve had it with the pundits—all of ‘em! 

Well, and don’t you just know that the Obama camp is going to sneak Hillary in as a 
last minute VP candidate.  And there we’ll be without Condoleezza because she 
might be a tad too Pro Choice or without Sarah Palin because she “might excite the Obama base too 
much!”   

Yes, I’m thrilled with Ryan as the VP pick.  But we still need a clean-up hitter here! 

Criminy Whiskers!  We need a Gosh darn pit bull!  And, if we’re going to resist Condoleezza and Sarah, this 
is who we’ve got to have on the street:  Chris Christie.  That’s it.  Said and done.  Hands down, he’s the 
perfect pick to knock a few heads back on straight.  Whether he needs to get up on the stump at 5 AM or 
not, he’s not one to back down from a tough match and, from what we’re hearing from every quarter, 
it’s going to get down and dirty in that ring.  And I’m not talking about someone throwing in the occa-
sional banana peel either. 

Personally, I can already tell that the Dems are terrified of Christie because of all the mud pies they 
formed up well before Ryan was even picked as VP.  The mud pies are still there and still all formed up for 
the flinging.  I say get Christie up fairly early, get some steak and eggs into him and then stand back.  He’s 
going to give that Kenyan a good thumping.  And Christie will probably lead the fray by quickly littering 
the ring by thrusting his birth certificate, Junior High Graduation diploma and his High School and college 
transcripts quickly into the mix. 

We’ve pranced around this non-American pro-Muslim black widow adorned USA apologist way too long.  
Friday he even hosted a Ramadan dinner at your White House.   We need to take this on full force.  I 
worked in New Jersey.  Heck!  I’ve driven the Jersey Turnpike in dense fog and pouring rain.  I once drove 
a tiny Triumph while drafting an 18 wheeler so that the floorboard plugs popped and I was driving up to 
my ankles in water!  No problem!  We need tough.  Christie’s our guy!!   

 Sure, Ryan will be a great VP for the administration but, for the fight of our lives, we need Christie.  Re-
lax, Mitt.  We’ve got this one.     

 ROMNEY/RYAN   

http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/the-ryan-express/
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In my lifetime, every Presidential race which includes an incumbent shares two claims.  The 
first is that, “The President is going to declare martial law and suspend the election.”  Yawn.  
That’s not going to happen because no one would stand for it.  I wouldn’t.  Would you?  Of 
course not.  So don’t give it a second thought and don’t send me any more emails on the subject. 

The second claim is that, “This is the dirtiest election in American history.”  I always refer the 
claimant to the election of 1828, where Andrew Jackson was accused of being a murderer and 
John Quincy Adams was accused of being a pimp and a poor dresser, which is a double insult if 
you actually happen to be a pimp.   

But this election could be tied for the distinction, “The dirtiest election in American History.”  
Romney has been accused of causing a woman’s death in one of the most despicable manipula-
tions of fact in an ad I have ever seen.  Obama has been reported, but not by many, to have had 
a homosexual affair.  Have you seen Michelle?  I’m just saying . . . 

But I am encouraged.  In the election of 1828 the accused murderer won in a landslide.  The 
electorate shunned the sleazy manipulations.  And the incumbent poor dresser (think of Obama 
and his mommy jeans)  was tossed out on his ear.  “A country which ignores its history is doomed 
to repeat it.”  For once, this could work for us    

Political Wrap-Up: 

Quick Comments: 

Clint Eastwood to Barak Obama - “You feeling lucky, punk?”  Clint Eastwood endorses Mitt 
Romney for President. 

Senator Hairy Reed stated, on the floor of the Senate, that an unnamed Bain Capital investor 
told him that Mitt Romney has paid no taxes in ten years.  I claim that Senator Hairy Reed is 
that unnamed Bain Capital investor.  (Yes, the creative spelling of the Senator’s name is just 
additional editorial comment.)  Side Bar - nothing stated on the floor of the House or the Sen-
ate is actionable as libel; it’s the law.  Those who claim that Hairy Reed was courageous for 
making such statements on the Senate floor are prevaricators to the nth degree and their 
statements are 180 degrees from the truth. 

Mayor Rahm Emanuel claims that, “Chic~fil~a is not consistent with the values of Chicago,” 
which John Stewart characterizes as, “gambling, murder and ballot-box-stuffing.” 

 Chic~fil~a taught us this week that chicken has legs while gay marriage does not.  Various gay 
and lesbian groups staged a “kiss-in” to see if they could make patrons puke up their chicken.  
It could have worked, but there are just not that many of them. 

The Democrat platform will include a statement in favor of gay marriage.  In an unrelated story 
an unnamed Bain Capital investor reports that Richard Simmons will give the Keynote Address 
at this year’s Democrat convention.  

Mitt Romney made his money at Bain Capital.  How is it that community organizers get rich? 

In Massachusetts, in an attempt to unseat Republican Senator Scott Brown, voter registration 
forms are going out with welfare checks.  Vote buying or just ‘getting your voters out?’     

 Mitt Romney should release his records now.  The Sentinel suggests he start with his original 
undoctored birth certificate and college transcripts.        

 ARE  NOT  SNOOZING 
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Quick Comments continued: 

Barak Obama, in an attempt to divide the electorate, is promising a “middle class tax cut.”  Note 
to BO - that tax cut is exactly $0 when you are out of work. 

Ted Cruz stated that Dewhurst was too quick to compromise.  The Sentinel believes that this 
is an unwise strategy at any speed. 

Barak Obama’s Just-us Department led by Eric Holder is suing the State of Ohio for extending 
early voting for US troops.  He wants the same extension for non military so he can bus in un-
documented voters to counter the votes of heroes fighting for the rights of voters who have 
registered legally. 

Sequestration?  The gutting of the military?  Who could have seen that coming?  The Sentinel 
predicted exactly this result in the lead editorial on page 4 of the November 2011 Sentinel.  
Check it out:  http://www.teaparty911.com/the_sentinel.htm  

Gloria Steinem once quipped that, “A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle.”  Even if 
women were allowed to take their bicycles into the theater, I doubt they would offer much 
protection when a Hollywood inspired, college educated mad man decides to shoot up the 
place.  Rumor has it that men have uses even beyond that of self propelled Kevlar.   In an un-
related story: 

Zander Vento, a 4 year old boy saved a 3 year old girl from drowning in the deep end of a Fort 
Worth neighborhood pool by holding her head above water until help could arrive.  The Girl is 
just fine.  Zander was taken off life support today; his organs will be donated. 

A caller to the Dennis Prager show told of two doctors in DC who have practices on “K” Street.  
One rides a bike to work to “reduce his carbon footprint” and both have front yards full of 
Obama 2012 signs.  He called each office to see if he could get an appointment as a Medicare 
patient and was told by both offices that neither doctor is currently taking any Medicare pa-
tients.  Typical of lefties, socialist policies are good for the masses but should not apply to 
them personally.   

Wade Michael Page, the white supremacist who shot up a Sikh temple in a suburb of Milwau-
kee is being identified as associating with right wing hate groups.  White supremacists are 
closely associated with Nazis, a notorious European socialist group, and the Klan, the para-
military wing of the Democrat party.  Tell me again how these got to be right wing groups. 

Media, even FNC is baffled.  What could possibly be the motive for Wade Michael Page, a white 
supremacist to attack a Sikh temple, senselessly killing 6 and injuring 3.  Hello!  Is this thing 
on?  A white supremacist goes into a temple full of non-whites and goes on a shooting spree 
and the media says we may never know the motive.  PC?  Dunderheads, each and every one.  

Barak Obama claims that the country is going in the right direction.  “Going down?” 

On the 24th of this month we celebrate President Eisenhower’s signing of the Communist Con-
trol Act that removed all privileges and immunities from the Communist Party.  On 9-11, 2001 
we should have done the same for Islamic organizations and mosques.  The actions of which 
organization was more provocative?  We still have time.    

President ‘I can’t be bothered hosting a national day of prayer ’ is hosting a Ramadan dinner at 
your White House.  We can only hope that they honor the tradition of shooting each other 
before the dinner ends.     

 Vote  November 6 

http://www.teaparty911.com/the_sentinel.htm
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Letters to the Editor: 

From Michael Knizie who edits “Tea Party 911” regarding “HBO Helping Barak Obama” which ran 
first in “Tea Party 911:” 
 
 

Commenting on the Tree of Liberty editorial, Don Writes: 

Without provocation Bob sends us this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poor Bob, but he did ask.  The sentinel thinks that sports is the deck chairs on this sinking ship 
of state.  But if this analogy floats your boat, go for it. 

LOL!!! I’d roll with it! When you’ve got the final done, I’d like to do my thing and help get this 
in front of readers. I don’t know how many people will catch the “ubby dubby”, but I’d be will-
ing to bet that if Sharpton or Jackson reads this, the race cards thrown will look like an explod-
ing 5 deck blackjack shoe in Vegas. I’d leave it just like it is. The “erred” is also something I’d 
leave as is, but when I distribute it, I’ll make sure to highlight the word with bold and italics for 
emphasis.  

You state that the law (Obamacare) has been deemed constitutional, but that is not true.  Only 
the mandate has been deemed constitutional, the rest of the law other than that dealing with the 
spending clause has not been challenged.  When the Federal Government usurps a power not 
granted to it in the constitution that power is invalid.  Clearly health care as with the other 
“police powers” is the province of the states not the Federal Government.  If the Governors of 
the 26 states that challenged the mandate would now in a coordinated manner nullify this law in 
their respective states based on the tenth amendment, we may yet witness an example of state 
sovereignty.  What’s the worst that could happen, a constitutional crisis that ends up having the 
Supreme Court rule on the merits of the tenth amendment and whether the Federal Govern-
ment really has been granted only limited powers?   

  "... if you think winning is not too important, then you are not willing to pay the price to win.  Take 

away winning and you've taken away everything that is strong about America.  If you don't believe in 

winning, you don't believe in free enterprise, capitalism, our way of life. 

    "Our way of life means succeeding and you must win to do that.  Today in America everything is let's 

be free, let's be ourselves.  But that eliminates responsibility.  If you have freedom, you must have re-

sponsibility.  If you're going to have free enterprise--have a country like ours--you've got to win, got to 

pay the price, got to do the things that make our country progressive.  Once you start moving away from 

that--and that's what we're doing in America today--sooner or later you're going to fail.  You won't re-

main strong. 

    "This country is organized no differently from a football team.  It's built on discipline, competition, 

and paying the price.  Take away those things and you have chaos, weakness, and immorality, all the 

things that are taking place in America right now.  So winning is important to America.  It's got to be." 

                                           NFL Hall of Fame inductee Tom Landry, legendary coach of the Dallas Cow-

boys, in 1974! 

  

cite:  "Then Landry said to Staubach.." Walt Garrison and Mark Stallard,2007, page 150 

  

Might have to explain that Landry said progressive - meaning advancement.  But this is just the pep talk 

we need today to push "our" football team into the end zone this November by taking control of the 

Presidency and both Houses of Congress.  What do you think? 
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Letters to the Editor continued: 

Also without provocation, Bill sends us the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sentinel pines for the day when elected officials anywhere on Bill’s chart understand this 
chart and its underpinnings.  Very pithy and the Sentinel cannot find anything with which to 
disagree.  

Please send your comments or opinions on any content you find in the Sentinel or any activi-
ties of the club or Republican elected officials to:   terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net 

The chain of command and authority as envisioned by our Founding Fathers is: 

1. God 

2. Individual 

3. County Government 

4. State Government 

5. Federal Government 

6. and added much later United Nations 

with each having only that power and authority granted to it by the preceding entities. 

By implication, the law enforcement chain of authority is: 

1. County Sheriff 

2. DPS /Texas Rangers 

3. FBI / DHS / Federal Marshals  

4. Anyone wearing a blue helmet. 

The fact that everyone accepts without question the custom of flying the United States 

flag above the Texas flag when they are flown on the same pole is proof of the general 

lack of understanding of the chain of authority.  I would like to see Republicans in general 

and Tea Party Patriots, constitutionalists, and libertarians in particular fly the Texas flag 

above the US flag as a demonstration of their understanding of the proper chain of com-

mand. 

Tea Party Wave Will Grow in 2012  
Ted Cruz, the Texas tea party favorite who last week became the latest 
conservative candidate to win an upset in a U.S. Senate primary, argued 
on Sunday that the wave that propelled tea party hopefuls in 2010 will 
only grow bigger until career members of both parties cut government 
spending. 
 
http://www.nationaljournal.com//politics/cruz-tea-party-wave-will-grow-in-
2012-20120805 
 
The Silent Majority will rise-up and vote in a new Administration.  More 
people are joining the Tea Party. 

TEA PARTY VICTORY IS TEXAS VICTORY 

mailto:terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net
http://www.nationaljournal.com/politics/cruz-tea-party-wave-will-grow-in-2012-20120805
http://www.nationaljournal.com/politics/cruz-tea-party-wave-will-grow-in-2012-20120805
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The Sentinel Chart Room: 
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Muslim Brotherhood Issues Raising Perplexing Questions  

Many in the media are condemning Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN) and four other congressmen 
who sent a letter to the State Department Deputy Inspector General, and the IGs of four other 
agencies, calling for investigations into the possible infiltration by the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) of 
the State Department and other agencies. What’s gotten the most attention is the fact that the letter 
to the State Department singled out Huma Abedin, the State Department’s Deputy Chief of Staff, 
who has been a close aide to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton going all the way back to her time 
as First Lady, during the Clinton administration. Abedin is also the wife of the disgraced former con-
gressman from New York, Anthony Weiner.  

This has caused quite a ruckus, with charges of McCarthyism hurled at Rep. Bachmann, and a split 
among Republicans, including Senators John McCain and Lindsey Graham, plus Speaker of the 
House John Boehner, who have sharply criticized Bachmann and the letters she and the others 
have sent. The Left is having a field day, the conservatives and Republicans are scrambling to con-
tain the issue.  

But there is a bigger picture here. Should we care if indeed the Muslim Brotherhood has gained a 
foothold throughout the Middle East, and if they wield significant influence within the Obama ad-
ministration? Or does that make us Islamophobic? What shouldn’t get lost in all this are the policies 
of the Obama administration that have helped facilitate the ascendency of the Muslim Brotherhood, 
particularly in Egypt. Investor’s Business Daily has made it abundantly clear that that is exactly 
what has taken place. In the editorial, titled "How Obama Engineered Mideast Radicalization," they 
lay out the following timeline:  

2009: The Brotherhood's spiritual leader — Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi — writes an open letter to 
Obama arguing terrorism is a direct response to U.S. foreign policy. 

2009: Obama travels to Cairo to deliver apologetic speech to Muslims, and infuriates the 
Mubarak regime by inviting banned Brotherhood leaders to attend. Obama deliberately snubs 
Mubarak, who was neither present nor mentioned. He also snubs Israel during the Mideast trip. 

2009: Obama appoints a Brotherhood-tied Islamist — Rashad Hussain — as U.S. envoy to 
the Organization of the Islamic Conference, which supports the Brotherhood. 

2010: State Department lifts visa ban on Tariq Ramadan, suspected terrorist and Egyptian-
born grandson of Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna. 

2010: Hussain meets with Ramadan at American-sponsored conference attended by U.S. and 
Brotherhood officials. 

2010: Hussain meets with the Brotherhood's grand mufti in Egypt. 

2010: Obama meets one-on-one with Egypt's foreign minister, Ahmed Aboul Gheit, who later 
remarks on Nile TV: "The American president told me in confidence that he is a Muslim." 

2010: The Brotherhood's supreme guide calls for jihad against the U.S. 

2011: Qaradawi calls for "days of rage" against Mubarak and other pro-Western regimes 
throughout Mideast. 

2011: Riots erupt in Cairo's Tahrir Square. Crowds organized by the Brotherhood demand 
Mubarak's ouster, storm buildings.2011: The White House fails to back longtime ally Mubarak, 
who flees Cairo. 

2011: White House sends intelligence czar James Clapper to Capitol Hill to whitewash the 

Brotherhood's extremism. Clapper testifies the group is moderate, "largely secular."           

Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy in Media (AIM).  Aronoff has worked as a 

journalist, TV producer, writer and distributor.  He also hosts AIM’s weekly “Take 

AIM” show on BlogTalkRadio.  Roger is also a political commentator.  You may have 

seen his appearances on NPR, CNN, FNC, CNBC  among other venues. 

http://news.libertyextra.com/?66ndzBsGJ7il7Vlt0T2.AH16dmtVGbyj6&http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/story/2012-07-20/bachmann-brotherhood-comments/56370300/1
http://news.libertyextra.com/?ZdCdMBsmko9A7YLk0T2.AH1wVGq9rb1LZ&http://news.investors.com/articleprint/618823/201207191846/obama-gave-muslim-brotherhood-keys-to-mideast.aspx
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/Accuracy-In-Media
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/Accuracy-In-Media
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2011: Qaradawi, exiled from Egypt for 30 years, is given a hero's welcome in Tahrir Square, 
where he raises the banner of jihad. 

2011: Through his State Department office, William Taylor — Clinton's special coordinator for 
Middle East transitions and a longtime associate of Brotherhood apologists —gives 
Brotherhood and other Egyptian Islamists special training to prepare for the post-Mubarak 
elections. 

2011: The Brotherhood wins control of Egyptian parliament, vows to tear up Egypt's 30-year 
peace treaty with Israel and reestablishes ties with Hamas, Hezbollah. 

2011: Obama gives Mideast speech demanding Israel relinquish land to Palestinians, while 
still refusing to visit Israel. 

2011: Justice Department pulls plug on further prosecution of U.S.-based Brotherhood front 
groups identified as collaborators in conspiracy to funnel millions to Hamas. 

2011: In a shocking first, the State Department formalizes ties with Egypt's Brotherhood, 
letting diplomats deal directly with Brotherhood party officials in Cairo. 

April 2012: The administration quietly releases $1.5 billion in foreign aid to the new Egyptian 
regime. 

June 2012: Morsi wins presidency amid widespread reports of electoral fraud and voter 
intimidation by gun-toting Brotherhood thugs — including blockades of entire streets to prevent 
Christians from going to the polls. The Obama administration turns a blind eye, recognizes 
Morsi as victor. 

June 2012: In a victory speech, Morsi vows to instate Shariah law, turning Egypt into an 
Islamic theocracy, and also promises to free jailed terrorists. He also demands Obama free 
World Trade Center terrorist and Brotherhood leader Omar Abdel-Rahman, a.k.a. the Blind 
Sheik, from U.S. prison. 

June 2012: State grants visa to banned Egyptian terrorist who joins a delegation of 
Brotherhood officials from Egypt. They're all invited to the White House to meet with Obama's 
deputy national security adviser, who listens to their demands for the release of the Blind Sheik. 

July 2012: Obama invites Morsi to visit the White House this September. 

The Muslim Brotherhood's sudden ascendancy in the Mideast didn't happen organically. It was 
helped along by a U.S. president sympathetic to its interests over those of Israel and his own 
country.  

This is what should be being debated, and investigated. Sure, some people will take issue with 
certain of the characterizations in the IBD timeline. But it is hard to deny the overall truth of it.  

In March of 2011, in an AIM Report titled "Media Playing Crucial Role in Middle East Uprisings," I 
wrote that “Maybe in the next presidential election, we will be debating 'who lost Egypt.' But 
preferably, we’ll be debating instead whether a thriving and peaceful democracy in Egypt should be 
credited to George Bush’s democracy agenda or to Barack Obama, for wisely guiding the 
transition.”  

At the time, the MB claimed they were not going to run a candidate for president if Mubarak went 
away, but that turned out not to be true. While many in the media tried to convince us back then 
what a moderate force the Brotherhood was, it should be recalled that it is the oldest Islamist group, 
“founded in Egypt in 1928 by Hassan al-Banna, who became a great admirer of Adolf Hitler and his 
Nazi regime. Following an attempted assassination of Gamal Abdel Nasser in 1954, the group was 
outlawed in Egypt.”  

The man who was elected last year to head the MB in Egypt was Mohammed Badie. Here is what 
he said in a sermon in 2010: "Arab and Muslim regimes are betraying their people by failing to 
confront the Muslim’s real enemies—not only Israel, but the United States. Waging jihad against 
both of these infidels is a commandment of Allah that cannot be disregarded. Governments have no 
right to stop their people from fighting the U.S."  

The point is, the media are eager to use this story as another way to attack the GOP. That’s what 
they do. But let’s see if they’ll show some intellectual honesty and look also at the underlying issue: 
Should we care if the U.S. government maintains close ties with the MB, both internally and 
externally, and has supported their ascendancy in the Middle East?     

http://news.libertyextra.com/?6dndMBtGPxilLVLk0jf2Rd16Vmt9Gb1L6&http://www.aim.org/aim-report/media-playing-crucial-role-in-middle-east-uprisings/
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The Tea Party Report: 
 
 

Our September 3rd meeting will continue on the subject of Agenda 21. We'll watch the 2nd of 3 parts of the 

movie "Agenda: Grinding America Down" and have discussion afterwards. We'll talk about how much they 

have accomplished and what we can do to stop this hideous attack on our liberties. Join us; the doors open at 

6:30p.m. and meeting starts at 7p.m. at the Quitman Library. 

The Tea Party meets the first Monday of the month at 7PM in the Quitman Library 
August’s program: Agenda 21.  Check out this link: Agenda 21 

Char sent me the following and I would like to share it with you.  For years I have been saying that as a 
people we have been dumbed down and that most of us would be unable to pass a late 19th century en-
trance test to get into high school:  Below please find such a test: 

8th Grade Final Exam: Salina , KS - 1895  

Grammar (Time, one hour) 
1. Give nine rules for the use of capital letters. 
2. Name the parts of speech and define those that have no modifi-
cations.  
3. Define verse, stanza and paragraph 
4. What are the principal parts of a verb? Give principal parts of 
'lie,' 'play,' and 'run.'  
5. Define case; illustrate each case. 
6 What is punctuation? Give rules for principal marks of punctua-
tion.  
7 - 10. Write a composition of about 150 words and show therein 
that you understand the practical use of the rules of grammar.  
 
Arithmetic (Time,1 hour 15 minutes) 
1. Name and define the Fundamental Rules of Arithmetic. 
2. A wagon box is 2 ft. Deep, 10 feet long, and 3 ft. Wide. How 
many bushels of wheat will it hold?  
3. If a load of wheat weighs 3,942 lbs., what is it worth at 50cts/
bushel, deducting 1,050 lbs. For tare?  
4. District No 33 has a valuation of $35,000.. What is the neces-
sary levy to carry on a school seven months at $50 per month, and 
have $104 for incidentals?  
5. Find the cost of 6,720 lbs. Coal at $6.00 per ton. 
6. Find the interest of $512.60 for 8 months and 18 days at 7 per-
cent.  
7. What is the cost of 40 boards 12 inches wide and 16 ft.. Long at 
$20 per meter? 
8. Find bank discount on $300 for 90 days (no grace) at 10 per-
cent. 
9. What is the cost of a square farm at $15 per acre, the distance of 
which is 640 rods?  
10. Write a Bank Check, a Promissory Note, and a Receipt  
 
U.S. History (Time, 45 minutes) 
1. Give the epochs into which U.S. History is divided 
2. Give an account of the discovery of America by Columbus  
3. Relate the causes and results of the Revolutionary War. 
4. Show the territorial growth of the United States  
5. Tell what you can of the history of Kansas  
6. Describe three of the most prominent battles of the Rebellion.  
7. Who were the following: Morse, Whitney, Fulton , Bell , Lin-
coln , Penn, and Howe? 
8. Name events connected with the following dates: 1607, 1620, 
1800, 1849, 1865.  

Orthography (Time, one hour)  
[Do we even know what this is??] 
1. What is meant by the following: alphabet, phonetic, orthography, 
etymology, syllabication 
2. What are elementary sounds? How classified? 
3. What are the following, and give examples of each: trigraph, 
subvocals, diphthong, cognate letters, linguals  
4. Give four substitutes for caret 'u.' (HUH?) 
5. Give two rules for spelling words with final 'e.' Name two excep-
tions under each rule. 
6. Give two uses of silent letters in spelling. Illustrate each.  
7. Define the following prefixes and use in connection with a word: 
bi, dis-mis, pre, semi, post, non, inter, mono, sup. 
8. Mark diacritically and divide into syllables the following, and 
name the sign that indicates the sound: card, ball, mercy, sir, odd, 
cell, rise, blood, fare, last.  
9. Use the following correctly in sentences: cite, site, sight, fane, 
fain, feign, vane , vain, vein, raze, raise, rays. 
10. Write 10 words frequently mispronounced and indicate pronun-
ciation by use of diacritical marks  
and by syllabication.  
 
Geography (Time, one hour) 
1 What is climate? Upon what does climate depend? 
2. How do you account for the extremes of climate in Kansas ?  
3. Of what use are rivers? Of what use is the ocean? 
4. Describe the mountains of North America  
5. Name and describe the following: Monrovia , Odessa , Denver , 
Manitoba , Hecla , Yukon , St. Helena, Juan Fernandez, Aspinwall 
and Orinoco  
6. Name and locate the principal trade centers of the U.S. Name all 
the republics of Europe and give the capital of each.. 
8. Why is the Atlantic Coast colder than the Pacific in the same 
latitude? 
9. Describe the process by which the water of the ocean returns to 
the sources of rivers. 
10. Describe the movements of the earth. Give the inclination of the 
earth.  
 

Pencils down class.  This test was given to 13 year 
olds.  A humbling experience and ample evidence 
for local control of schools.  The Sentinel recom-
mends a voucher system as the best and quickest 
solution to this problem. 

  Char Doonan 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmzdrwKmUN0&feature=youtu.be
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The Sentinel’s Clean, Safe, Green Energy Scrapbook: 
 

“Wind Power Will Save Us”—According to Obama.    The results follow: 
 

The big windmills can't take strong winds; the bearings burn up!  

  

Here are some photos of what 

happens when bearings overheat  

in the transmissions of these mon-

ster windmills.  

To date no gear oil  has been invented to 

withstand the pressures produced within 

these transmissions.  

Most recently, the government gave Dow-

Corning a big  grant to work on it.  

Previously, many others had tried and 

failed.  

As they age there will be many  more bear-

ing failures.  
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2011 

Lake Country Republican Club 

 

COMMITTEES 

 
1. FUNDRAISING    This committee shall be responsible for development and con-

duct of the club’s fundraising activities, in compliance with the rules and regula-

tion of the Texas Ethics Commission and the laws of the state of Texas.  

  1.  Open Position, Chairman 

  2.  Joe Blair 

  3.  Gene Shoemaker  

  4.  Terrell AronSpeer 

   

2.  LEGISLATION     This committee shall be charged with keeping the club informed and aware of legislative 

events, votes and processes which could have an impact on, or may be of interest to the club.  This shall include 

but not be limited to the coordination and notification of the clubs’ 

membership of the need for urgent action of a political nature. 

  1.  Philip Winter  Chairman 

  2.  Isabel McGuffin     

  3.  Travis Burk 

  4.  Pat Nelson 

  5.  Rick Shoemaker 

  6.  Eugene & Joyce Spencer 

 
3.  PUBLICITY and COMMUNICATIONS     This committee shall establish and maintain contact with local 
media outlets and shall actively work to publicize the club’s activities, newsletter, website and events. 
  1.  Terrell AronSpeer    Chairman 
  2.  Lynn AronSpeer 
  3.  Betty Dubbs 
  4.  Rick Shoemaker 

4.  PROGRAM     This committee shall be responsible for producing monthly and special club meeting pro-
grams, including the procurement of speakers, and shall keep the Publicity Chairman informed in advance of 
future programs, to allow news releases to meet local media deadlines. 
  1.  Dr. James Marvel    Chairman 
  2.  Terrell AronSpeer 
  3.  Isabel McGuffin     
  4.  Greg Bowen 

5  MEMBERSHIP     This committee shall be responsible for the development of special membership drives 
and programs.  It also should be charged with keeping members informed about club meetings and activities by 
means of telephone and/or email notification. 
  1.  Joanna Bowen     Chairman 
  2.  Sheryl Nelson 
  3.  Gene and Norma Shoemaker 
  4.  Eugene and Joyce Spencer 
  5.  Roger and Sandy Tune 

6.  HOSPITALITY    This committee shall be responsible for the decoration of facilities used for special meet-
ings and events and for appointing “greeters” for meetings and special events. 
  1.  Janice Logan    Chairman 
  2.  Joanna Bowen      
  3.  Sheryl Nelson 
  4.  Lynn AronSpeer 
  5.  Tera Burk 
  6.  Shirley Daugherty 
  7.  Betty Dubbs 
  8.  Norma Shoemaker 

  I'm reading a book about anti-gravity.  
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What’s Up: 

 

Lake Country Republican Club (LCRC): 
Club Meetings:  August 28, 6PM - Quitman Library   
  Program: Bryan Hughes 
 

 Sentinel Submission Deadlines:  Tenth of Publication Month 
 Sentinel Publication Date:  Fifteenth of Publication Month 
 

Republican Women of Wood County (RWWC): 
 Club Meetings:  August 20, 11:30 AM - Texas Tea Room 
   Program: Jeb Hensarling 
   MARK Your CALENDARS - Sept. 8, for the Taste of East Texas 
 

Holly Lake Ranch Hawkins Republican Club (HLRHRC): 
 Club Meeting:  August 13, 6:30 PM - Holly Hall 
   Program:  Louie Gohmert - Health Care, Holder and more 
 

Wood County Tea Party (WCTP) 
Club Meetings: September 3, 7PM - Quitman Library   

  Program:  Agenda 21 
 

Wood County We The People (wcwtp.org) 
 To become a WCWTP Watchdog: Contact Tim Discher through the website or at cwtpa@gmail.com  

  

"The average Canadian is now richer than the average 
American. We've done it. Four years ago we were the 
World's Only Superpower and today we are Canada's 

Mexicans."   ~  Argus Hamilton  

 I just can't put it down.   
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Guest articles 
Dennis Prager Guest Article on Aurora  

Obamas Second Term Transformation Plans  

The Morphing of the Tea Party 

Sustainable Freedom | Opposition to Agenda 21  

Fast & Furious to Bust Competition 4 Drug Cartel  

Forcing US Armed Forces to Fail  

SoS Clinton Aid Pro Jihad 

Soft Jihad   

Speculation or a Real Plan  

Amnesty Vote Buying or Both 

Unions to Fight Against Choice   

Jailed for Collecting Rain Water | UNbelievable 

Taxmageddon 

Krisanne Hall Second Amendment and UN Arms Treaty 

Obama Pushing Food Stamps in Mexico 

Obama and Immelt Outsourcing Jobs 

Obama Lawless | Congress Divided 

AntiChrist or just Anti Christian 

Bypassing Congress 

New York Times & Socialism  

 

Miscellaneous Information 
Wood County Election Results 

State of Texas Election Results   

Romney Tax Plan  

Acorn II | It's Back 

Important Letter from Michelle Bachmann 

Important Birther Update from Joe 

The Most Racist Tea Party in America  

Thank You GOP  

To Break 

the Chains 

of Tyranny 

HIT  THE  

LINKS 

To see your favorite link in the Sentinel send it to: 

terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net  

Tea Party Connections: 

Tea Party911 Newsletter  It’s all new. 

To Subscribe to the Tea Party 911 Newsletter  

 Subscribe here. 

Tea Party 911 Blog Site  They are always interesting.                                              

Past Sentinels 
Sentinel Archives  

Terrell AronSpeer Blog Posts  

 

 

Video clips 
This Jihad is not Suitable for 
Children 
UN Arms Trade Treaty Re-

port 

Louie is a Grill Master  

Obama May Not Get Every 

Black Vote  

Obama Care from a Doc-

tors Point of View 

 

 

 

Movie Trailers 
Obamas America 2016   

Runaway Slave   

 
 

Music 
Chic Fil A 

Obama Nation 

Obama Nailed 

Get Out 

 

Sentinel Treat 

 The Push  

http://www.dennisprager.com/columns.aspx?g=05f270f5-5eee-4959-bd16-df70f1c625ee&url=why_abc_tried_to_blame_the_tea_party_for_aurora
http://www.americanthinker.com/2012/05/obamas_second_term_transformation_plans.html#ixzz23BleBWg3
http://www.americanthinker.com/2012/08/the_morphing_of_the_tea_party.html
http://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/11999-sustainable-freedom-surging-opposition-to-agenda-21-%E2%80%9Csustainable-development
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/high-ranking-mexican-drug-cartel-member-makes-explosive-allegation-fast-and-furious-is-not-what-you-think-it-is/
http://p.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/aug/8/forcing-our-all-volunteer-force-to-fail/
http://www.andrewbostom.org/blog/2012/08/06/the-abedin-familys-pro-jihadist-journal/
http://www2.tbo.com/news/news/2012/jul/12/memeto1-muslims-seek-instructors-ouster-ar-429529/
http://www.debka.com/article/22242/Wartime-tasks-split-US-to-smash-Iran%E2%80%99s-missiles-Israel-tackle-Syria-Hizballah-
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2012/08/04/465-for-Amnesty-Obama-makes-illegals-legal
http://www.askheritage.org/why-is-it-important-to-fight-for-school-choice/?utm_source=AH_Weekly&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=2012-08-03&utm_campaign=2012_Brand
http://cnsnews.com/news/article/oregon-man-sentenced-30-days-jail-collecting-rainwater-his-property
http://blog.heritage.org/2012/06/15/morning-bell-how-taxmageddon-will-impact-you/
http://krisannehall.com/index.php/blog/130-second-amendment-and-un-arms-treaty
http://www.ijreview.com/2012/07/10985-u-s-government-teams-up-with-mexico-to-push-food-stamps/
http://articles.businessinsider.com/2011-07-25/markets/30028879_1_ge-healthcare-jeffrey-immelt-job-losses
http://www.nationalreview.com/articles/309765/obama-flouts-rule-law-andrew-c-mccarthy?pg=1
http://www.wallbuilders.com/libissuesarticles.asp?id=106938
http://blog.heritage.org/2012/07/12/obama-guts-welfare-reform/
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/guest-post-new-york-times-and-socialism
http://results.enr.clarityelections.com/TX/Wood/41032/94700/en/summary.html
http://enr.sos.state.tx.us/enr/results/july31_162_state.htm
http://www.bakerinstitute.org/publications/Diamond-RomneyTaxReformPlan-080312.pdf
http://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/category/acorn/
http://bachmann.house.gov/uploadedfiles/letter_to_rep._ellison.pdf
http://www.wnd.com/2012/07/arpaio-obama-probe-finds-national-security-threat/
http://www.teapartyfortlauderdale.com/
http://dailycaller.com/2012/07/16/gop-senators-effectively-kill-un-sea-takeover/
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pictures+of+broken+chains&view=detail&id=30A675EB864AB827F5A2F68347F1E1DF99B29F1D&qpvt=pictures+of+broken+chains
mailto:terrellaronspeer@peoplescom.net
http://www.teaparty911.com/newsletter/current.html
http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/email-updates/
http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/
http://www.teaparty911.com/the_sentinel.htm
http://www.teaparty911.com/blog/author/taronspeer/
http://www.jihadwatch.org/2012/07/wahhabi-fatwa-permits-sodomy-to-widen-the-anus-as-a-means-to-jihad.html
http://www.jihadwatch.org/2012/07/wahhabi-fatwa-permits-sodomy-to-widen-the-anus-as-a-means-to-jihad.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiicUiYhY2Y&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiicUiYhY2Y&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUlIQCeToUA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hFiab7fjak&feature=share
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hFiab7fjak&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=6e3udzHIiVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=6e3udzHIiVs
http://2016themovie.com/clip/?utm_source=2016&utm_campaign=b365effefe-August_3&utm_medium=email
http://www.runawayslavemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWFjoC_luno&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFaCytKXOSQ
http://video.staged.com/dtglobal59/tennessee_football_coach_fired_for_making_obama_so
http://www.patriotsuperpac.net/1951/offer.asp?Ref_ID=16884&CID=951&RID=35883756
http://www.eaglesneedapush.com/?cm_mmc=CheetahMail-_-MO-_-07.23.12-_-PUSHmovie-USCAXX-&utm_source=CheetahMail&utm_campaign=PUSHmovie
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 Legislative Report – July 2012  
Submitted (and edited) by Janie Walenta, RWWC Legislative Chair  

Texas Legislators Already Tackling Property Rights  

By Jennifer Hiller, Houston Chronicle (chron.com), July 23, 2012  

AUSTIN—The Texas Legislature doesn’t reconvene until 2013, but 
it’s already facing a host of sticky legal issues that balance property 
rights against the ways private land can be taken.  

The House Land and Resource Management Committee held the 
first of what likely will be several hearings on Monday, concentrating the discussion of three 
court cases. Two of the cases pit property owners against the oil and gas industry…  

In a Beaumont-area case, Texas Rice Land Partners Ltd. and Mike Latta v. Denbury Green Pipe-
line-Texas LLC, a Texas Supreme Court opinion in August 2011 made clear that landowners 
can challenge in court whether a pipeline is a “common carrier,” one that also moves product 
for other companies , or is a private line, which wouldn’t have eminent domain rights to take 
private property.  

The energy industry says the opinion creates uncertainty. With the state in the middle of a 
shale-drilling boom, thousands of miles of new pipeline are needed, and attorneys for indus-
try groups worry they may have to fight and refight eminent domain battles along the entire 
length of a pipeline.  

“The energy industry depends on a predictable regulatory environment,” Phil Gamble, an at-
torney for the Gas Processors Association, told the House committee.  

The case deals with the way pipeline companies get common carrier status. Basically, they 
check a box on a Railroad Commission form.  

The Texas Supreme Court said that having a company mark an “X” in a box isn’t enough to 
entitle a company to take private property. The court’s opinion notes that no permits ever 
have been denied…  

Although the case deals with a pipeline, it could affect more than the oil and gas industry.  

“The reasoning the court lays out is broadly applicable,” said Josiah Neeley, an attorney and 
policy analyst with the Texas Public Policy Foundation, a conservative think tank.  

A separate case pending before the Texas Supreme Court deals with whether a pipeline low-
ers the value of the whole property, or just the easement. If the court upholds the jury award 
in the LaSalle Pipeline LP v. Donnell Lands LP case in McMullen County, it could ensure that 
pipeline firms pay something for the diminished value of the so-called “remainder” property 
that isn’t taken under an easement.  

Regan Beck, assistant general counsel for the Texas Farm Bureau, said that landowners should 
be able to testify about the reduced value to their land, as James Donnell Jr. did in district 
court.  

“The landowner has one chance to get compensated,” Beck said, noting that property owners 
do not receive royalties or rent payments from pipeline companies…  

This may be a very big issue for the next session…           Reprinted Courtesy of the RWWC newsletter 
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BOOK REVIEW: 

by: Jane Byrd 
 

The People’s Money  
by Scott Rasmussen  

Debt ceiling, deficit spending, tax rates, tax reform – 

we hear a lot of money talk these days, especially from 

politicians, and that is our money they’re talking 

about.  

We know Scott Rasmussen, of course, from his ap-

pearances on Fox News and from his oft-cited polls. He is founder and president of Ras-

mussen Reports. His book The People’s Money draws heavily on data from polling, as in 

his chapters on how voters would fix – believe it or not – the defense budget, Medicare and 

health care, the tax system and Social Security.  

Apparently he’s optimistic. His book’s subtitle is “How Voters Will Balance the Budget 

and Eliminate the Federal Debt” (emphasis added).  

Rasmussen says, “America’s Political Class wants to govern like it’s 1775, a time when 

kings were kings and consent of the governed was irrelevant.” Political Class – capital P, 

capital C – he defines as “elected officials, lobbyists, political staffers, activists, and their 

allies on Wall Street.”  

“Addressing the cost of Medicare is perhaps the most pressing fiscal problem facing the 

federal government today,” he says. But he also says that, “The real question is not how to 

pay for Medicare, but how to bring down the cost of medical care in the United States. 

American voters, not surprisingly, believe that free market principles can help.” That’s 

Chapter 5.  

On reduced military spending, he says, “If people understood that the average American is 

paying five times as much for defense as the average European, support would probably be 

much higher for this sort of reform.” A whole chapter outlines where voters would cut our 

military budget without jeopardizing national security.  

On immigration he says, “America is a nation of immigrants and a nation of laws. Ameri-

cans today are intent on honoring both parts of that tradition.”  

He calls the Tea Party “an authentic grassroots movement that no one in Washington could 

figure out – which leads to Rasmussen’s defense of Americans who 

vote. He writes about the voters’ practicality, wisdom and common 

sense. Politicians, he says, “make the absurd claim that voters like 

spending cuts in theory, but oppose changes in specific programs. That 

claim is a lie.” The People’s Money helps us – the voters – understand 

all the money talk and, also, spot the deceit.  

                                                              Reprinted Courtesy of the RWWC newsletter 
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We Are the Elephant in the Room 

Lake Country Republican Club 

Martin Luther King, Jr.  
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 Lake Country Republican Club 

August 2012 

 

HLHRC - Holly Lake/Hawkins Republican Club WCTP - Wood County Tea Party 

LCRC - Lake Country Republican Club WCWTP - Wood County We The People 

RWWC - Republican Women of Wood County YRCWC - Young Republican Conservatives of Wood County 

    Sunday              Monday              Tuesday          Wednesday          Thursday             Friday              Saturday 

WCWTP  

Under  

construction 

903 569 4251 

4 2 1     3 

5   6 WCTP 

Meeting  

Quitman  

Library 7PM 

Program:   

Agenda 21 

7 8 

 

9  10 
Sentinel 

Submission 
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16 
 

25 

 

Save this 

future date: 

Sept 8, 

Taste of 

East Texas 

 

15 
Sentinel 

Publication 

Date  
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13  HLHRC 
Meeting  7PM 
Holly Hall 
Program: 
Louie Gohmert 
on health care, 
Holder & more 
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30 29 28  LCRC 
Club Meeting 
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brary 6 PM 
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Bryan Hughes 
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Room 11:30 AM 
Program:  Jeb 
Hensarling 
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assumes County 
Chair) 

31 
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 Lake Country Republican Club 

September 2012 

 

HLHRC - Holly Lake/Hawkins Republican Club WCTP - Wood County Tea Party 

LCRC - Lake Country Republican Club WCWTP - Wood County We The People 

RWWC - Republican Women of Wood County YRCWC - Young Republican Conservatives of Wood County 

    Sunday              Monday              Tuesday          Wednesday          Thursday             Friday              Saturday 
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903 569 4251 
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